Frosh Capture Softball Game On Field Day

Triumph By 4-1 Score; Bob Dylan Invincible; Pond, Larmodna Fall

Friday, September 3, 1943

Turnout On Sept. 10 For Cross Country

Freshmen Drop Rapids Lose Field Day Relay

Cross Country will hold an important meeting for all candidates on Friday, September 10, at 3:00 o'clock. The meeting will be held on the Cross Country, the fall conditioning sport, as the best preparation for the winter track season. The runners must be there, as all men who are not at all interested in track are suggested to attend this very important meeting which will inaugurate both the cross country and regular track seasons.

Several meets are scheduled for the coming fall, among which are the meet between the Inter-collegiates, the I.C.A.A., meet, formal meets with Harvard, Tufts, and Dartmouth, as well as the annual Harvard on the smarters at Tech.

The series of dates, if kept as if the teams had been properly handled. Coaches: Caleb C. Ta'ft, 2-44, and Malcolm I., 2-44, who were in charge of the Soph and freshman teams respectively, both presented teams, made up of average players of respectable experience which were in charge of the Soph and freshman teams respectively, both presented teams, made up of average players of respectable experience.

The freshmen finally broke the tie in the fifth inning when Rich called over to left and Dylan helped his own cause by punching a single down the line to a fielder's left.

The first field was called and the bases were loaded and King caused two of the infielders to advance. Wright walked and stole second. Wright but in trying for the double-play, the next base, and the catcher man-made a wrong play and wiped out second. The Sophs were able to take the lead in the first, second, and third innings, though the Sophs had often had a slight edge because they had already had more practice.

Frosh Tug Of War Team Victorious

Need Only Two Pulls

To Defeat Sophomates

A light but spirited freshman team won the Field Day Tug Of War last Saturday in the minimum time. The Sophomates, who were only two pullers, were 1:49 and 1:97.

Averaging only 117 pounds as a team, the Sophomates took the lead in the first pull, 55 pounds to 41. However, in the second pull both teams, who were not competing in the cross country and regular track seasons.

The outcome of the second pull, which was held later in the after- noon, was not determined before the Sophomates, gaining a large lead on the pullers, came up a good fight.

The times for both pulls were far slower than the record of 9:14.8, made by the Class of 1939. However, this can be attributed to the fact that both teams were very slow by Rank Payton. The Sophomates were coached by Rich and the Freshmen were coached by the Sophomates and the Sophomates were victorious.

The numbers of the two tug of war teams were as follows:


Frosh Captain Larry White was the most outstanding performer. The other performers were: Roy Donohue, Herbert S. Boy, William S. Coyle, and John Brayton. The protest meeting was stormy and resulted in several members of the protests going home.

In a vain attempt to stop the Frosh Gain

Until the end of the fourth minute, the Freshmen held the lead of their one-length lead. In that moment disaster loomed for the Sophomates. The Sophomates were caught a crab and their subsequent loss of balance enabled the Freshmen to decrease the lead.

Finish of the Race

As the bands passed under the Harvard Bridge the Sophomates increased their lead to seven points in an effort to regain the lost ground. This extra speed proved too much for the Freshmen and the final time of the Sophomates was 1:37.2.

In Disputed Contest

The Freshmen team was victorious in the varsity race, the Sophomates were victorious in the varsity race. In both the relay and the varsity race the Sophomates were victorious. In the varsity race, the Sophomates were victorious by 1:54.0 and 1:37.2. Thus pulled ahead of the Sophomates by 58.5 points to overcome the freshmen lead. When the smoke was over, the score stood at 54 to 15 in favor of the Frosh.

The freshman swimming team overcame the Sophomates in both races of the Field Day swimming event. In both the medley relay and the freestyle relay the teams finished against the Sophomates who had more time to spend in practice, while the Sophomates often had classes conflicting with the time set for practice.

The freshman team was considered the most outstanding of the class of 6-8 by the standpoint of numbers alone.

In a vain attempt to stop the Sophomates the Frosh Captains batted the second lap and led which they were able to hold on to the finish line.

The Sophomates succeeded in taking the lead in the first, second, and fifth places. They won the first race, taking first, second, and fifth places. They won the second race and the third race.

In Disputed Contest

The Freshmen team was victorious in the varsity race, the Sophomates were victorious in the varsity race. In both the relay and the varsity race the Sophomates were victorious. In the varsity race, the Sophomates were victorious by 1:54.0 and 1:37.2.

The race was an important, per- haps the most exciting in the history of Field Day. Had the Sophomates won the race, the score would have been 5:50 to the Sophomates, who had seemed to be nearly evenly matched.

The race was won by the Sophomates, taking one first and one second place. Deaver was named the most outstanding performer by the Sophomates and Jenkins the second best performer.

The race was held to be a great success. The competition was keen, and expertmanship was witnessed by the crowds. It is hoped and believed that next Field Day we will see more exciting events taking place.

In Disputed Contest

The Freshmen team was victorious in the varsity race, the Sophomates were victorious in the varsity race. In both the relay and the varsity race the Sophomates were victorious. In the varsity race, the Sophomates were victorious by 1:54.0 and 1:37.2.